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ABSTRACT
This paper aims to analyze the scale
model of the Cessna 182 and design the
controller that meets the mission requirements.
Different from other references that use
Ziegler–Nichols method or another trial and
error method to design the PID controller, this
research applies the Root Contour method
(RC)
with
multiple
variables
to
certainly reflect the changes and relationships
between the controller parameters and help
design the better controller to improve the
system performance and accuracy. In addition,
face of the instability effect due to the nonminimum phase system from the transfer
function between the speed and the elevator
angle, this paper proposes a new design
method of controller with the reverse multivariable RC. The new method is practical and
efficient to design the controllers and allow
the operators can find the appropriate
controller parameters more quickly and obtain
the better system performances.
KEYWORDS
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environmental explores, landscape filming,
cross-border transportation and so on.
However, UAV has many limiting
conditions, because there are too many
uncertainties while flying (e.g., airflow
disturbance,
air
density,
temperature
difference, compressive strength of carrier
and sensor). Uncertain factors inhibit the
applications of UAV.
In consideration of the difficulties of
UAV’s operating environment, this paper
proposes an application combining RC and
PID controller. This combination improves
both the transient response and steady-state
error performance of the UAV system
effectively. Besides, the new design method
of the reverse multi-variable RC can solve the
problems from the non-minimum phase
system and help to find the appropriate
controller parameters more quickly to obtain
the better system performances.
In addition to the improvement of the
system behavior, the designing methods of
this research not only extend the applications
of UAV but also can also be the reference or
applications for the follow-up researchers.
2 UAV Structure
2.1 Selection of the Carrier Configuration

1 Introduction
Because the industrial technology and the
progress speed of computer chip grow
obviously, in addition, followed by the rise of
the humanitarianism, the development of
Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) is
mellowed in recent years whether in the
military use or the private technology. The
research of UAV has been more and more
capital into, e.g., disaster relief, military use,
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In this paper, the scale model of the
Cessna 182 is selected for the experimental
UAV. And we call this UAV as “scale Cessna
182” for the clear definition to distinguish
from the prototype Cessna 182. The ratio of
the scale Cessna 182 to the prototype Cessna
182 is 1: 6.65.
Cessna series are manufactured for the
aircrafts in Wichita, Kansas, USA, and they
are widely used by the US Air Force for
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education and training. So there are also many
different scale patterns of prototype on the
market. Because the performance of the scale
machine is similar to the prototype, therefore,
the scale model is often used to carry out the
relevant experiments of the real flight
equipment. The scale Cessna 182 is shown as
Figure 1 [1], and the various parts of the body
are seen in Figure 2 [2,3]. The geometric
parameters of the scale Cessna 182 are shown
in Figure 3 [4] and Table 1.

Figure 1. Scale Cessna 182 – 1/6.65 ratio to the
Prototype Cessna 182 [1]

Table1. The geometry parameter of Scale Cessna182
Scale factor
( SF = 6.65 )
Wing span ( ) b
Wing surface ( ) S
True airspeed (
)
Dynamic pressure (

) ̅=

5.4135
3.9346
85.3511
7.4586

Steady state angle of attack (deg)

0

2.2 Model Constructing of the UAV
The basic motion of the aircraft is six
degrees of freedom, that is, the horizontal
movement along the X, Y, and Z, axes and
the rotation around the X, Y, and Z axes,
respectively (seen as Figure 4 [5]), which can
be used to analyze the longitudinal and
horizontal motions of the UAV movement. In
this paper, the experimental UAV, scale
Cessna 182, has the scale ratio 1: 6.65 of the
prototype Cessna 182, and they have the
similar system performances. Besides, since
the basic dynamic and the derivation process
of the aircraft model are general knowledge,
therefore, due to page limit, this paper only
illustrates a brief description of UAV model,
and highlight the system analysis and
controller design. And the detailed
information for the derivation process of the
UAV mathematical model can be referred to
[6] or found on the webs.

Figure 2. Various parts of Scale Cessna 182 [2,3]

Figure 4. Six degrees of freedom for aircraft [5]
Figure 3. Geometry parameter definition of Scale
Cessna 182 [4]

2.3 The Longitudinal Motion Equations of
Scale Cessna 182
The following is a brief derivation and
description of the longitudinal motion
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equation for aircraft. Again, the complete
derivation process of aircraft motion equation
can be referred to the reference [6]. As we
know, the longitudinal linearization equation
of the aircraft can be also represented as
equation (1).
̇

(

̇
̈

)
̇

(

)

(

̇

(
)
̇

̇

) ̇
̇

(1)

where ̇ is the derivative of the forward
speed U, and ̇ is the derivative of the angle
of attack (AOA), . ̇ and ̈ is the first and
second derivative of the pitch angle θ. And
the other parameter values are shown in Table
2 [6-8], Table 3 [7,8], and the Figure 4.
Table 2. The motion symbol of aircraft with six degree
of freedom [6-8]
U
V
W

r

Forward speed
Slipping speed
Vertical speed
Angular velocity
of X axis
Angular velocity
of Y axis
Angular velocity
of Z axis
Moment of X axis
Moment of Y axis
Moment of Z axis
Pitch angle in the
steady state
Moment of
inertia: I1
SF

Angle of attack
(AOA)
Pitch angle
Angle of side slip
( Sideslip angle)

Table 3. Relationships for partial derivatives of
longitudinal aerodynamics [7,8]
Partial
derivative
of
forward
force
Advance speed ( )
Angle of attack ( ),
AOA
Angle of elevator ( )
Vertical speed ( )
Pitch rate ( )
Change rate of
vertical velocity ( ̇ )
Rate of AOA( ̇ )
Thrust of engine to
speed ( )
Thrust of engine to
AOA ( )

Angle of elevator
Angle of ailerons
Angle of rudder
Indicated air
speed

̇
̇

̇

Using the Laplace transformation to the
Equations (1) and assuming the initial conditions
are zero; besides, the initial position of the system
is balanced, then we can get the result as
following:

( )

Roll angle
Yaw angle

Partial
derivative of
pitching
moment
M

Partial
derivative
of normal
force

( )
( )
( )
( ) ; ( ̇)
( )(
( )
( ) ; ( ̇)
( )
( ) ; ( ̇)
( ) ; ( ̈)

( )

Substitute the transformation result
above into Eq. (1), we can get the Eq. (2):
(
( )
(

(
( (

( )
))u(s)) ( )
̇)
)u(s)-( ̇
(

(

( )
(
)) ( )

( )
)
(

( )
) ( )
) ( )

(2)

Gravity
Moment of
inertia: I2
Scale factor: the ratio between
UAV and real aircraft

Let the angle of the elevator, ( ), be
the system input, and the output variables of
X, Y, and Z axes are ( ) ( )
( ),
respectively. So we can define the three
transfer functions as {

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

} for

prototype Cessna 182.
In this paper, for clearly distinguish the
differences between the scale Cessna 182 and
the prototype Cessna 182, we also add the
symbol “ s ” to the parameters of prototype
Cessna 182 to symbolize the scale Cessna 182.
Therefore, in scale Cessna 182 system with
the same assuming, if we set the angle of the
( ) as the system input, and the
elevator,
output variables of X, Y, and Z axes are
( )
( )
( ), respectively. So we
can define the three transfer functions of the
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scale Cessna 182 as {

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

( )

(

( )

}.
)

In additions, before system analysis and
controller design for the UAV (scale Cessna
182), the ratios of the aerodynamic
parameters and geometric parameters between
the scale Cessna 182 and prototype Cessna
182 must be considered. The ratio result is
shown in Table 4 [8].
Since the ratio of scale Cessna 182 to
prototype Cessna 182 is 1: 6.65, so we set
scale factor, SF, be the value of 6.65.
Therefore, we can obtain the partial derivative
of longitudinal aerodynamics as Table 5 [8].
After reintegrating and deriving the Eq. (2)
with the parameters in Table 5, we can get the
three transfer functions of the scale Cessna
182 shown in Eq. (3~5) [8]:

(4)

Transfer function of the pitch angle
( )):

( ( )) to the elevator angle (
( )

⁄
⁄
⁄
⁄
⁄
⁄
⁄

√
√
SF√
1
1
SF
√

⁄
⁄
⁄
⁄
⁄
̇⁄
̇⁄

⁄

√

̇⁄

⁄

SF√

⁄

⁄

√

⁄

Scale factor
SF=6.65
1
1
SF

(5)

2.4 Equations of Lateral Motion
The linearized equation of lateral motion
for scale Cessna 182 after deriving can be
seen as Eq. (6) [8]:

√
⁄
SF
√ ⁄

̇

SF√
̇

̇

(

̇)
̈

̈

̈

0.228
-5.4448
-1.5005
0
-44.985
-234.419

√

0

0

̇

̇

̇
̇

̇

̇

̇

̇

(6)

Side
force of
Y axis

Slip moment
of L-X axis

Yaw moment
of N-Z axis

Sideslip angle
( )
Speed of roll
angle ( )
Speed of yaw
angle ( )
Ailerons angle
( )
Rudder angle
( )

-11.1841
-1.7613
-0.0771
-0.7678
-6.584
-0.0392

Transfer function of the speed ( ( )) to
the elevator angle ( ( )):
( )

̇

Table 6. Relationships for partial derivatives of lateral
aerodynamics [8]

SF

̇

̇

̇
̇

̇
̇

̈

Table 5. Partial derivatives of longitudinal
aerodynamics for Scale Cessna 182 [8]
-0.07839
-0.75274
0
19.459
-464.71
-128.079

+

Where ̇ is the differential of side slip
angle, . ̇ and ̈ is the first and second
differential of yaw angle, . And ̇ and ̈ is
also the first and second differential of roll
angle, , respectively.The other parameter
values can be seen in as Table 2, Table 6 [8],
and Figure 4.

√
̇

=

( )

Table 4. The ratios of longitudinal aerodynamics for
Scale Cessna 182 [6,9]
Scale factor
SF=6.65

=

=

( )

(3)

Transfer function of AOA ( ( )) to the
elevator angle ( ( )):

In addition, the change rate of Euler
angle and rotational angular velocity of the
UAV with the small interference can be seen
the same, so we can obtain the following
result:
̇

̇

̇

̇

̇

̇

Using the Laplace transformation to the
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Equations (6) and assuming the initial
conditions are zero; besides, the initial flying
state of the system is stable, then we can get
the result as following:

( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )
( )
( )
( ) ( ̇)
( )
( ) ( ̇)
( )
( ) ( ̈)
( ̇)
( ) ( ̇)
( )
( ) ( ̈)
( ̇)

Set

( )
( )

, then substitute

and

to the Eq. (6), we can get Eq. (7) as the
following:
(
-

) ( )
( )
( )

) ( )
) ( )
(
(
) ( )

(
(
(

(
) ( )
) ( )

) ( )
( )
( )

In the aircraft motion, let the ailerons
angle ( ) and rudder angle ( ) to be the
input of the lateral motion. Therefore, the
transfer functions of the lateral motion are
( )
( )
( )
{ ( ) ( ) ( )} . Consider the scale factor
between the scale Cessna 182 and the
prototype Cessna 182 [2-4] and the partial
derivatives of lateral aerodynamics [1,7], we
can get the partial derivative value in
proportion as Table 7 and Table 8 [8]. After
reintegrating and deriving the Eq. (7) with the
parameters in Table 6~8, we can also obtain
the three transfer functions of the lateral
motion for scale Cessna 182 (shown as Eq.
(8~10) [8]):
Table 7. The ratio of the lateral motion for Scale
Cessna 182
⁄
⁄
⁄
⁄

⁄
⁄
⁄
⁄

Scale factor
SF=6.65
SF
SF
1
SF

⁄

√ ⁄
⁄√ ⁄

⁄

SF

⁄

⁄√ ⁄

⁄

⁄√ ⁄

⁄

√ ⁄

⁄

⁄√ ⁄

-41.11
-201.163
61.6455
-0.249

0.71
-5.5185
-3.1203
0

19.56
32.053
-67..7635
-0.9284

-33.4465

499.149

-22.6765

Transfer function of the sideslip angle
( ( )) to the rudder angle ( ( )):
( )
( )

=

( )

(7)

Scale factor
SF=6.65
1
SF
SF

Table 8. Partial derivatives of lateral motion for Scale
Cessna 182 [8]

(8)

Transfer function of roll angle ( ( )) to
ailerons angle ( ( )):
( )
( )

=

(9)

Transfer function of yaw angle ( ( )) to
rudder angle ( ( )):
( )
( )

=

(10)

2.5 Transfer Function of the Actuator
When analyzing the aircraft system, in
reality, we should consider the actuator.
Generally, the actuator is a first order system.
Its transfer function can be represented as Eq.
(11), the parameters of the actuator is shown
as Table 9.

(11)
Table 9. Parameter of actuator.
Angle of elevator
Input voltage
Gain value of servo motor
Time constant of servo
motor

In general, the initial gain value of servo
motor is set as 1, and time constant of servo
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motor is usually between 0.05 ~0.25 second.
In this paper, we set the time constant of
servo motor is 0.1 second.
Besides, the up direction with respect to
the elevator surface is negative in definition.
The up direction with respect to the rudder
surface and ailerons surface is on the contrary.
Hence, the transfer functions of servo motors
for elevator, rudder, and ailerons can be
defined as Eq. (12):
：
：
{

：

(12)

3 Research Methods
This study is based on the root locus
method, and combines with PID theory to
design a robust controller. Different from
other references that use Ziegler–Nichols
method or another trial and error method to
obtain the PID parameters, the controller
design in this paper is more flexible and
adjustable in response to the environment and
requirement.
For controller design in this paper,
firstly, applying the root locus method to find
the change of the single variable, secondly,
uses the root contours method to solve the
coupling effects among the multiple controller
parameters and find the optimal parameter of
controller further. Moreover, we propose a
new design method of controller with the
reverse multi-variable RC. The new method is
practical and efficient to design the
controllers. This new method can overcome
the negative effect due to the non-minimum
phase system that Ziegler–Nichols method
cannot deal with. Even though there are
already some methods, e.g., fuzzy PID,
sliding mode control, multi-model adaptive
control, and so on [10-13]. However, these
methods are rarely used to help to stabilize
the aircraft s or applied to avoid the obstacle,
and perform some tasks. The new method in
this paper, on the contrary; really improves
the both transient response and steady-state
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performance. It can also overcome the
difficulties of the controller design due to the
high-order aircraft systems. Besides, it helps
to design the suitable controllers to meet the
task requirements and extend the UAV
applications. The following are some methods
of controller design.
3.1 PID Controller
The advantages of orthodox PID
controller include: (1) PID is theoretical; (2)
easy to achieve; (3) high control accuracy.
However, the controller designers must
deeply understand the system characteristics
and the operating environment. Besides, these
PID controllers have to be designed via root
locus criterion, and then the operators can
design the suitable PID controllers. However,
many operators design PID controllers based
on Ziegler–Nichols method now. Therefore,
these PID controllers lack the advantages
discussed above from orthodox PID. The
greatest strengths of these PID based on
Ziegler–Nichols method are that it is easy to
obtain the PID parameters, even though theses
parameters are not very appropriate, but these
parameters did help to obtain some slightly
better system performance; besides, the
operators do not have to learn additional skills
of controller design, e.g., root locus (RL), root
contour (RC), and so on. However, Ziegler–
Nichols method really lacks the flexibility and
accuracy. It is not easy to adjust some specific
parameters to meet some special demands or
achieve some special accuracy in real time.
It’s just a kind of trial and error method and
has to try many times to obtain a bit better
parameter. This is also the main reason why
we didn’t apply the easier, Ziegler–Nichols
method to design PID or other controllers in
this paper.
The general form of PID transfer function
is shown as Eq. (13), where the related
parameters can be seen in Table 10.
( )

( )

∫

( )

( )
(13)
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Table 10. Parameter of PID controller

t

Proportional gain
Integral gain
Derivative gain
Error
Time
Variable of integration

can comply with the Table 11. This is why
our controller design more flexible than
Ziegler-Nichols method or other designs.
Table 11. Principles of PID controller design.
Parameter

The ideal PID controller can be seen as
the aggregation of two zeros and one pole
which is located at origin. It belongs to an
active circuit, which can be used to improve
the system transient response and steady-state
error at the same time.
Because the RL can just select one
controller parameter at a time, therefore,
when designing PID, it’s usually separated
into two steps: (1) PD controller improves the
system transient response; and (2) PI
controller improves steady state error of the
system. These two steps are no prioritizations.
In addition, using RL does help to find the
optimal poles and zeros of the closed-loop
system. The rule is that the total angel
summation of poles and zeros located at the
root locus has to be
(seen as Figure 5).

Figure 5. The total angel summation of poles and zeros
located at the root locus has to be
.

According to our experience, after
finding one parameter, we suggest to simulate
before searching the next one. Besides, after
obtaining the whole controller parameters, we
still need to consider the root sensitive and the
coupling effects among the parameters.
In additions, if we have to adjust the
controller parameters to meet the new
requirement of the tasks suddenly, in
accordance with past work experience, the
parameters adjustment of the PID controller
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Stability

Rise time

Setting
time

Overshoot

Decline

slightly
increase

Increase

Decline

Decline

Slightly
decline

Increase

Increase

Suddenly
decline

Decline

Slightly
decline

Decline

Decline

The same

Increase

( )

3.2 Ziegler–Nichols Method
The Ziegler-Nichols method is created
by two engineers of Taylor Instrument. The
method is used to obtain the approximate
value of PID parameters. The first step of
Ziegler-Nichols method is to set both the
as
integration gain and differential gain
“ 0 ”, then gradually increases the value of
proportional gain
from zero to its
maximum value
. At this time, the output
of controller will oscillate by a constant value,
and its oscillation period is . Then using
maximum value
and oscillation period
to obtain the PID controller parameter
according to the types of controllers (seen as
Table 12). Of course, the controller
parameters will not be accurate; hence the
users have to implement the trial and error
method to revise the response. However,
many PID designers use Ziegler-Nichols
method to replace the orthodox PID method
whose design process has to combine RL or
RC. Because Ziegler-Nichols method is too
easy, however, it is also too rough and not
accurate compared to expected value. It can’t
also be adjusted the specific one or all
controller parameters in real time to meet the
requirement suddenly. This is the most
significant disadvantage of the ZieglerNichols method. Besides, the Ziegler-Nichols
method can’t be used with non-minimum
phase or unstable systems. Nevertheless, there
are many coupling effects among the forces
and moments of the aircrafts. There always
exists non-minimum phase system that yields
the system to diverge. In this case, Ziegler-
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Nichols method can’t solve the problem, so
that’s main purpose why we create a new
design method based on RC to overcome the
non-minimum phase problem in this paper.

see that the system characteristic equation is
shown in Eq. (17):

Table 12. Ziegler–Nichols method

Since the characteristic polynomial
equals to zero, therefore, we can get the result
as Eq. (18). The same as Eq. (14) and Eq. (15),
the Eq. (18) is also the general form of RL.
And then we can use Eq. (18) to help obtain
the controller parameters.

Controller
P
PI
PID

0.5
0.45
0.60

0
⁄
⁄

0
0
⁄

3.3 Root Contours Method
The best assistant tool of PID controller
is root locus method (RL). It can help
designers to obtain the desired characteristic
roots or estimate the trend of the future
system responses by the change of single
variable (e.g., gain or other variables).
However, while the system is not only one
variable, then we need another method in
response to multiple variables. This design
method is called as “root contour” (RC). It
can deal with the design problems of the
multiple variables. The following is the brief
description of the RL and RC: (1) RL: if the
open-loop system transfer function is shown
as Eq. (14) and Eq. (15):
( ) ( )

( )

( )
( )

( )

(14)
( )

( )

( ) ( )
(17)

( )

( )

(18)

For example, if a characteristic equation
of system is shown in Eq. (19):
(

)(

)

(

)

(

)=0
(19)

Dividing both side of Eq. (19) by the
term that does not contain the variable , then
we can get Eq. (20):
(
(

)

)(

)

(

)
(20)

Comparing the Eq. (14~18), hence, we
can easily get the result as Eq. (21).
Afterword, we use this RL general form to
obtain the controller parameters.
( )
( )

( )

( )

(
(

)(

)
)

(

(15)

)
(21)

where
( )
( )
， ，

，

， ， ，

，

{

Both Eq. (14) and Eq. (15) are the
general forms of RL. And assuming the
closed-loop system transfer function is also
shown as equation (16):
( )
( )

( )
( ) ( )

So we can use root locus method to solve
the system too.
RC is the extended criterion from RL to
deal with the multiple-variables problem. The
criterion can be summarized as following:
Since the characteristic polynomial is 0,
assume a closed-loop system has two
variables in the characteristic polynomial. Its
RC general form is similar to Eq. (18) as the
Eq. (22):
( )

( )

( )

(16)

(22)

where ( ) is system output, ( ) is the
reference input. From equation 15, we can

The First step of RC is to set any one of
the variables is zero. In this description, we
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set variable
is 0, then Eq. (22) can be
rewrite as Eq. (23):
( )

4 Research results

( )
(23)

Then we divide both side of Eq. (23) by
the term that does not contain the variable ,
then we can get Eq. (24):
( )
( )

( )

( )
( )
(24)

Form Eq. (24), we can find the general
( )
form of root as transfer function: ( ) , then
we draw the RL according the Eq. (24).
Secondly, in Eq. (22), we set
is a
random constant, and
is the system
variable now. We divide both side of Eq. (22)
by the term that does not contain the variable
, then we can get Eq. (25) and Eq. (26):
( )

( )
( )

( )

( )
( )

( )

4.1 Elevator Angle to Angle of Attack
The transfer function of AOA to the
elevator angle as equation (4) is shown above,
and the block diagram is shown as Figure 6.
As mentioned above, most of users apply the
Ziegler–Nichols method to design PID
controller. Reference [8] is an example, too.
We repeat reference [8] and apply Ziegler–
Nichols method and Table 12 to design the
PID controller. We can get three parameters
(
and
) of Eq.
(12). Besides, this controller equation can be
also represented the form such as Eq. (27):

( )
( )

(25)
( )

and then we will obtain the expected response.

Figure 6. Block diagram of elevator angle to AOA

( )
( )

( )
(26)

In Eq. (25) and Eq. (26), at this time,
is a variable and
is a random constant we
chose. Now we can draw the RL of the Eq.
(26).
In the final step of RC, we repeat the
second step above several times (at least three
times). So we continue to choose different
constant as
values, at the same time,
is
still a variable. We repeatedly draw the RL
according to the Eq. (26). At last, we can find
that after combing the tracks of the repeated
RL, RL tracks will converge into a pattern.
This pattern is RC. From RC, we can also
find the trends of the closed-loop roots and
system characteristics.
Different locations of poles and zeros
have their distinct, various properties. We use
this concept of RC and combine the method
of controller design to place the poles and
zeros of closed-loop at the desired locations,
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( )

(

)
(27)

Different from other controller designs
based on the Ziegler–Nichols method, we
apply the RC mentioned above to design the
controller to highlight the superiority of the
designed controller in this study. We assume
that the form of PID controller is shown as Eq.
(28). Specially, we set the system gain 0.29 in
Eq. (28) to be the same as Eq. (27) based on
the Ziegler–Nichols method. That will be a
clear comparison between reference [8] and
this study, good contrast between the Ziegler–
Nichols method and our design based on RC
combining with the orthodox PID criterion.
Afterwards, the next procedure is to find the
other parameters ( and ) of the Eq. (28):
( )

(

)
(28)
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As mentioned above, the first step is to
set any one of the variables as zero. Therefore,
we set
and
is a variable, and then
we get the root trajectory (seen as Figure 7).

RL for elevator angle to AOA with
variable

, K1 is a

RC analysis for elevatotr angle to AOA

Figure 8. Partial enlargement around the origin point
of Figure. 7

Figure 7.

= 0,

is a variable

In the Figure 7, we zoom in the region
near the origin point (seen as Figure 8) to
easily figure out the root trajectory and select
three parameters to be candidates of variable
parameters is 6.9
. One of these three
which is the same as reference [8] for
comparison.
selected by the
Ziegler–Nichols method in reference [8] is
not perfect enough, since this point is too
close to jw-axis. We randomly pick up two
points,
. According to
RL and RC, all system response of them are
much better than
taken by Ziegler–
Nichols method in reference [8]. Besides,
from the Figure 8, it can be seen that
is the leftmost half of root trajectory.
Therefore, its transient response is the best.
The transient response of
is the
worst compared to other values. Table 13
represents the three responses from the
different
. In these cases, as mentioned
above, we assumed
and
is a
variable.
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Table 13. Step responses from different K1, where
.
Peak Rise Setting Steady Overtime time
time
state
shoot
(sec) (sec)
(sec)
error (OS%)
11.4

0.349

3.61

0.073

1.65

8

0.265

2.63

0.058

0.751

none

0.192

0.6

0.047

none

In additions, in the reference [8], the
authors designed the parameter
of
their PID controller. Although we can design
whose responses
many different values of
are all better than
in reference [8].
However, the better transient response we
want, the expensive equipment we have to
pay. Therefore, to avoid taking too extreme
value of , in this paper, we take the better
response than
but not too extreme.
Finally, we choose
. Of course, we
can also adjust
to other values according to
the hardware specifications or task
requirement in the future.
Continuing to design PID controller,
the second step,
is a variable, and we set
for a constant value. Then we can
get the root contours shown in Figure 9.
Again, we enlarge the region near the origin
poi nt of t he Fi gure 9 t o anal yz e t h e
characteristic roots (seen as Figure 10). Since
was selected as 51.7 in reference [8], we
randomly choose another two parameters
(
and 62) around
. In
Figure 10, we can find that the damping ratio
of
is close to 0.707. Therefore,
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will have better transient response,
including the rising time, setting time, and
peaking time. However,
has less
damping ratio compared to
and
. Hence, according to the property
of damping ratio and RC criterion, we can
predict the system with controller parameter
i n E q. (2 8 ) wi l l ha v e l a r ge r
overs hoot t han an ot her t wo s yst em s.
Operators can choose the optimal
value
according the task requirement. The step
responses of the three different
can be seen
as Table 14.
RC analysis for elevator angle to AOA

Figure 9. The RC：

= 8.9，

controller for the transfer function of the
elevator angle to AOA. The controller transfer
function in this paper is shown as Eq. (29):
(

( )

)
(29)

Figure 11 and Table 15 are the responses
of reference [8] (Original PID) and our design
(Designed PID). We can find that the
response of the Designed PID based on RC
criterion is better than the controller in
reference [8] (Original PID). Comparing the
controller design based on the Ziegler-Nichols
method in reference [8], our controller design
combines the orthodox PID criterion and RC.
Not only shorten the setting time of the
system, but also reduce the system overshoot.
It is evident that the method of controller
design in this paper is effective for aircraft
and UAV.

is a variable

RC analysis for elevator angle to AOA

Figure 11. Closed-loop responses of reference [8]
(Original PID) and our design (Designed PID)

Figure 10. Partial enlargement around the orginal point
Table 14. Step responses from different K2, where
Peak
time
(sec)

Rise
time
(sec)

Setting
time
(sec)

Steady
state
error

Overshoot
(OS%)

0.721

0.338

0.977

0

4.6

0.577

0.266

0.868

0

8.57

0.506

0.222

0.775

0

12.2

In summary, it is possible to a better
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Table 15. The comparison of reference [8] (Original
PID) and our design (Designed PID)
Peak Rise Setting Steady Overtime time
time
state
shoot
(sec) (sec)
(sec)
error (OS%)
Original
PID

0.1252

0.07

0.7552

0

7.2808

Designed
PID

0.127

0.07

0.397

0

1.5

4.2 Speed to Elevator Angle
The transfer function of speed to the
elevator angle is as equation (3) shown above,
and the block diagram is shown as Figure 12.
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As mentioned above, most of users apply the
Ziegler–Nichols method to design PID
controller. Reference [8] is an example, too.
However, the authors in reference [8]
indicated that the transfer function of speed to
the elevator angle (as Eq. (3) and Figure 12)
is unstable. The closed-loop response of Scale
Cessna 182 is divergent. And Ziegler–Nichols
method could not help stabilize the system.

Figure 12. Block diagram of speed to elevator angle

From Figure 12, after analyzing the
distribution of poles and zeros in the system,
we can find that there is a zero located at right
hand side (RHS) of the s-plane. Therefore,
this is a non-minimum phase system. In
additions, the step response of this closedloop system is divergent (seen as Figure 13).
Since the system is unstable, therefore, it is
impossible to find maximum gain
and
oscillation frequency . Hence, the ZieglerNichols method is useless to help design the
PID controller to stabilize the system of speed
to elevator angle.

Figure 13. Closed-loop response: speed to elevator
angle

According to the unstable situation above,
in this paper, we do not use Ziegler-Nichols
method and change to apply RC criterion to
help solving this problem. However, from the
Figure 14 and Figure 15 we find that, there
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are too many characteristic roots located at
RHS of s-plane. Therefore, even though we
can design a controller to overcome this case,
the procedures are complicated, and
sometimes, the controller parameters are
maybe not perfect. The first consideration in
the case is how to haul the roots trajectory to
the left hand side (LHS) of the s-plane. In
view of this, we try to create a new method to
design the controller based on RC criterion.
The transfer function of this new controller is
shown as Eq. (30), and we define this new
controller as “Reverse Gain PID Controller”.
Equation (30) has three variables. Comparing
to Eq. (28), the additional gain (
) of Eq.
(30) is designed to draw the most root
trajectory in RHS of the Figure 14 and Figure
15 to the LHS.

Figure 14. RL and RC analysis of speed to elevator
angle

Figure 15. Partial enlargement around the origin point
of Figure 14.
( )

(

)
(30)
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As mentioned above, the first step of
design procedures in Eq. (30) is to set
and
is a variable, then we
can get the root trajectory shown as Figure 16.

Figure 17(a). Partial enlargement of Figure 16

Figure 16. RC analysis for speed to elevator angle with
different
values in Eq. (30)

In the Figure 16, we zoom in the region
near the origin point (seen as Figure 17(a),(b) )
to easily figure out the root trajectory. We
randomly select three parameters to be
candidates of variables , including 0.0092,
0.01805, and 0.03146. In Figure 17(a), we
find that when
, the damping
ratio of the system is close to 0.707, and its
overshoot will be better than the one of
. In additions, even though
seems has less overshoot than
the one of
, however,
also lead to the system with a very
small characteristic root close to origin (seen
as the Figure 17(b)), and this small
characteristic roots will cause a large setting
time. Therefore, for fast response, we can
choose
equals to 0.0092 or
. In this
case, integrating the performance of the
damping ratio and speed of the response, we
choose
as the
value.

Figure 17(b). Partial enlargement around the origin
point of Figure 16.

The second step of the controller design
for the non-minimum phase system is to set
=0,
,and
is a variable.
The RC is shown as Figure 18. We arbitrarily
pick three points, and the step responses of
these three characteristic roots can be seen in
Table
16.
Integrating
the
system
performances of the different
valus, finally,
we select K2 = 0.495.
RC analysis for the transfer funtion of the speed to elevator angle

Figure 18. RC analysis with =0,
is a variable in Eq. (30)
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, and
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Table 16.

= 0,
= 0.01805, and
is a variable.
0 < < 2.2 for stability
Peak Rise Setting Steady Overtime time
time
state
shoot
(sec) (sec)
(sec)
error (OS%)
None

8.54

16.1

0.22

None

None

2.37

4.49

0.09

None

3.09

1.17

6.27

0.06

17.3

The third step, we let
is the variable,
= 0.495, and
are the
constants. The RC of this setting is shown as
Figure 19. We arbitrarily pick three points,
and the step responses of these three
characteristic roots are shown in the Table 17.

system. The comparison of the system
responses between the original system [8] and
our design ( ( )) is also shown in Table 18.
(

( )

)
(31)

Table 18. Closed-loop responses based on the transfer
function of the speed to the elevator angle
Peak Rise Setting Steady Overtime
time
time
state
shoot
(sec) (sec)
(sec)
error (OS%)
Original
system
System is divergent
[8]
( )

2.17

0.631

11.4

0

31.8

5 Conclusion

Figure 19. RC analysis with
,
, and
is a variable in Eq. (30)
Table 17.
= 0.01805,
, and
is a
variable. 0 < < 0.56 for stability
Peak Rise Setting Steady Overtime time
time
state
shoot
(sec) (sec)
(sec)
error (OS%)
None

11.2

21.3

0

None

11.3

5.03

14

0

3.27

5.72

1.83

34.9

0

57.6

Integrating the system performances of
the different
valus, we can find that when
, as the whole, the system will
have more reasonable, suitable response for
UAV. Therefore, in this paper, the new design
PID controller for transfer function of speed
to the elevator angle is represented as Eq. (31).
This design is useful to help to overcome the
negative effects of the non-minimum phase
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The main objective of this paper is to
analyze the UAV system, scale Cessna 182,
and design a suitable PID controller according
to task requirements. Different from Ziegler–
Nichols method and other common trial and
error method, the controller design in this
paper combines the RC and orthodox PID
criterion that help operators to design the
more suitable controller. In additions, the PID
controller based on RC is more flexible to
face the sudden difficulties or demands.
Besides, RC with multiple variables of
controller provides the relationship between
the controller parameters. Moreover, it does
reflect the effects of the parameter changes
and help design the reasonable controller to
improve the response performance and
accuracy of the system. In this paper, the
controller of AOA to the elevator angle is the
best validation.
Furthermore, due to the non-minimum
phase system of speed to elevator angle in
scale Cessna 182, Ziegler–Nichols method
can’t solve the problem [8]. In this paper, we
create a new design method called “Reverse
Gain PID Controller” to help overcome the
negative effect from non-minimum phase, and
stabilize the divergent system. In additions,
the new method in this research is academic
and efficient that can be the reference or
applications for the follow-up researchers.
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